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CloudTalk customers with Internet connection issues.

CloudTalk customers with Internet connection issues.

CloudTalk customers experiencing unusual erratic results when placing customers on hold / poor call
quality / dropped calls / call breakups etc. is most likely caused by your Internet connection.  All VOIP
(Voice Over Inertnet Protocol) solutions use the Internet as a medium to communicate.  When the
Internet has issues your VOIP solution will also.  The most difficult Internet problem to have and to deal
with is an intermittent issue or unusual latency (Internet delays).

To overcome Internet problems Velocita Technology recommends that CloudTalk customers have to 2
Internet connections from 2 different carriers.  In the Northern Illinois area Velocita recommends that
clients have an AT&T connection as well as a Comcast connection and that these connections are
configured at your local business class router with fail-over.  In the event one connection drops the
other will take over automatically and will minimize your downtime to literally seconds instead of hours.
 This is a great solution except when your Internet connection is going in and out or when your Internet
connection is still connected however is experiencing high latency (long delays).  VOIP telephone
solutions are amazing with the features they bring however without a good Internet connection the VOIP
system is unable to provide the problem free calls like it normally does.

The diagram below shows a typical configuration a business would have with 2 Internet connections ...

As you can see the cloud is the Internet, the ISP 1 and the ISP 2 are the Comcast and AT&T modems
and the pic of the brick wall is your business router / firewall device.  Anything to the left of the router
(brick wall) is on the inside of your network (computers / printers / phones).  When the ISP1 modem
goes down for any reason the ISP2 modem takes over and all is good.  If the ISP1 modem is not totally
down, possibly just experiencing long Internet delays or latency the router does not disconnect
automatically and causes your VOIP phone system to do erratic things.  In this situation you need to turn
off the Internet connection that is causing your problems manually so that the router will force
all communication to go over your secondary Internet connection.



So in this scenario if ISP1 was a Comcast connection and this was the connection you are primarily on
and the connection that has problems today, simply power it down (or just disconnect it) to force all
communication to transmit and receive over your secondary connection (in this case the AT&T
connection).  Once you have done this within a minute or 2 your phones will recognize this and will re-
register themselves to the CloudTalk servers using the alternate Internet connection.  Now that you
have your phones working again, call in a service request with the problem carrier to have it fixed
before using it again locally within your business.  Once the Internet problem has been resolved simply
power your modem back up (or reconnect it if it is disconnected) and your router will handle the rest
automatically.


